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B.E./B.Tech. Degree Examination, September 2020 

Semester - VIII 
MR16804 Safety Precaution and watch keeping 

(Regulation 2016) 
Time: Three hours                                                                                                 Maximum : 80 Marks 

Answer ALL questions 
PART A - (8 X 2 = 16 marks) 

1. Movement book is used for           
 a) Machinery entries                      b) Attendance 
 c) Consumption of fuel                  d) Recording maneuvering movement. 

2. Planned maintenance system is an effective tool for  
a) Reduce break down town         b) Improved M/C performance  
C) Increase life of M/C                d) Survey purpose 

3. The primary reason for C/ Case explosion is   
a) excess lubrication    b) Less cooling      c)Hot spot        d) Water in oil. 

4. The first safety precaution before working on Electrical system is 
a) Wear PPE   b) to isolate  c) obtain electrical work permit   d) obtain HOT WORK PERMIT 

5. What is meant by Fitness for duty? 
6. With an example explain the term Partial failure. 
7. What is meant by Diesel Knock? 
8. Why Carbon tetra chloride is not to be preferred for cleaning electrical components? 

PART B - (4 X16 = 64 marks) 
09. (a) Describe the procedure the arrangement for watch – keeping while the vessel 

is enroute and additional precautions for bad weather. (16) 
(OR) 

 (b) Describe the emergency measures taken for    i) Flooding in the E/Room  
ii) General and bilge fire 

(16) 
 
10. (a) Sketch and describe the sea water hydrophore system including the safety 

fittings and its purpose. 
(16) 

(OR)  (b) Fresh water performance is found to be falling steadily. Explain in detail the 
trouble shooting procedure and remedial actions. (16) 

 
11. (a) Explain the cause and remedial action for   i) M/E not turning on air and also 

fuel    ii) black smoke from funnel. (16) 
(OR) 

 (b) Explain the cause and analysis following a failure of auxiliary engine bottom 
end bearing connecting rod bolts. (16) 

 
12. (a) With respect to the main electrical switch board explain in detail all the 

safeties and its purpose. (16) 
(OR) 

 (b) A.C. induction motor found to be completely immersed in sea water. 
Describe the procedure that you would follow to put the motor back in 
service. 

(16) 

 


